AUTONOMOUS SITUATIONAL AWARENESS.

INTELLIGENT VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

What happened? | Who was involved? | Where are they now?
Critical Solutions International (CSI) provides advanced intelligent video surveillance solutions for today's complex world. Our state-of-the-art software will automatically detect, recognize, track, and analyze incidents that pose critical security threats, in addition to generating user-defined alarms and providing tailored reports. Advanced compression techniques, superior relational database technology, and open system architecture enable CSI to solve specific surveillance needs at a lower cost – with high flexibility and minimal storage demands.

By providing customized, real-time situation awareness information, the CSI software suite is guaranteed to enhance overall security and improve staff efficiency. Our software combines all elements of urban security into one integrated solution.

CSI’s software package includes three major programs that work together to provide a complete solution:

**Advanced Video Surveillance**
Provides all the functions required for video surveillance, including analytics, recording, viewing, and rapid historical search.

**Digital Control Room**
Manage the relationship database that is responsible for security, alarm distribution, configuration, and upgrades.

**Retrospective Search**
Conduct historical analysis of stored analytic metadata.

---

**KEY BENEFITS**

**Enhanced Platform Security**
Automatic alarms notify security staff if a platform barrier is breached, ensuring passenger safety and reducing downtime.

**Information isn’t missed.**
Our intelligent surveillance software greatly reduces the scope for human error.

**One person can monitor several hundred cameras at once.**
Reduce your staffing demands with a CSI security system that allows many sites to be observed from a single location.

**Searching CCTV footage takes seconds, not hours.**
CSI’s retrospective search tool can automatically perform highly complex searches and quickly retrieve relevant footage. Search speeds of one year of recorded video per minute are routinely achieved at existing installations.

**Upgrades easily adapted.**
As more cameras and/or third party software are added to the security system, your solution can be scaled up with ease.

---

**ABOUT CSI**

Founded in 1999, Critical Solutions International (CSI) provides platforms that detect and mitigate evolving threats for security forces worldwide.

When your critical infrastructure is in environments where threats are dynamic and enemies have no border or uniforms, CSI has combat proven solutions that:

- Detect and analyze threats
- Mitigate threats with multiple platforms
- Train and support in-theater personnel to sustain operations and discover future threats